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letter from the editor
I’ll keep this one brief: This is the most expansive, rewarding, and fulfilling issue
I’ve had the privilege to release so far.
This issue contains 34 pieces from a variety of talented poets and artists. I keep
conjuring up metaphors and similes and other “writerly” language to describe how I
feel about it all. After writing and rewriting this letter 6 times, I’ve realized I keep
failing because I’m trying to pull something tangible out of what is, in truth, an
indescribable and untouchable ether.
Each issue has its own energy. This one is cold, and airy, and blue, in all the most
scary and comforting ways. To explain what that really means, I’d have to write the
stars out of the sky. You’ll see.
As always, thank you to my lovely editors and submitters for your valuable
contributions to the magazine. None of this would’ve happened without you. Thank
you for keeping me in the stars and thank you for bringing me down to earth.
Welcome to the third issue of Jupiter Review.
With love,
Ari Lohr
Founder and Editor-in-Chief, Jupiter Review
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Vantage Point
Charles K. Carter
CW: mental health
I swerve to miss the toddler’s ball as his mother wrestles him out of his booster seat for
the quick rest-stop-hustle. I take a sharp right around an out-of-order gas pump,
out of the way of the toy. I do not stop, though. I do not rescue the child from a
maybe-grief. I do not rescue the mother from that headache of a screaming child the
rest of the way home.
I keep on driving because I have a hard enough time wrestling the need to save myself.
But I feel your eyes penetrating me from the passenger seat, judging me.
And I feel like a villain in a superhero comic, a two-dimensional queer-coded bad guy
with bad teeth, bad posture, and no redeeming backstory.
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when the crabs weren’t running
Kendra Mills
he is mossy, my crab, sick with seaweed—
tapping around the bottom
of the mop bucket
and burying himself in frantic burbles of foam.
i may never come back
to this cove, beneath the fading contrails—
we speak four languages but cede
our voices
to the buzzing of the hot weather bugs,
days away
from september’s silence
and skulking chill.
they whir along the edges of the shore,
where the silhouette of an osprey nest
splits open the moon.
by the water,
the sea foam gathers,
imitating the freshness of soap,
but when it dissipates in my palms,
i am left grimy with its residue—
and the faint scent of oil and fish.
in the shadows over the water,
i can pick out the determined clench
of my mother’s little shoulders.
and i stay where i am, next to the bucket,
and listen to the crab
gently
tap...tap...tap
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Camber Sands
Charlie Bowden
Please don’t deny me a beautiful life.
I want to live out east with a caravan view
of the white cliffs of Dover, sea spray
casting a morning dew over my flowerbeds.
I want to go to a public beach in private,
feel the warm splinters of what used to be
spread far and wide beneath my feet;
can you offer me control of that, at least?
Here I can listen to all and nothing at once,
the crystals of the sun dancing on the ocean
keeping my fear of death at bay,
my silver ring frozen in a bedside drawer.
I can spend my nights unwinding
to the ghosts of Alanis Morissette, a bottle of red
that feels all too familiar my only companion
in the silvery hours of dusk.
Your finger beckons me when the tide goes in
but I’ve fought through this feeling enough
to know that we’re better left in a box of stuff
I keep under my bed, duct-taped shut.
It’s full of leaves and pebbles and plastic;
I only keep them now so that I know
that in a few years’ time I can stand tall above
you as I crush your dead leaves under my feet.
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Going To Get A Salad As A Last-Ditch Resort
Emma McCoy
After church I was talking to my friend
about my first year of college. The sermon that day
asked:
what does heaven really look like?
and I knew heaven intimately because I’d known
the opposite. “Heaven,” I said, “is never
having to eat alone.”
My friend told me how in his cafeteria, decades ago,
the salad bar was placed in the middle
of the dining room. If you didn’t have someone
to eat with, he said, you would go get a salad.
Take it slow, look around, work down to the lettuce,
the carrots, the dressing and the nuts. Looking
for someone to eat with.
If you reached the croutons, still alone,
he said, you started looking for a place to sit
on the outside. I never really liked salad,
and yet every night for a year I knew
I would have found myself with a salad bowl,
walking to my usual seat by the exit.
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Aromatherapy at the Clashing Rocks
R.J. Breathnach
The wind, the breath,
caught in my throat,
caught in the sails of
this ship veering towards
the Symplegades,
the Clashing Rocks,
standing guard over
the passage of time.
The days ahead
becoming waterlogged.
Heavier and heavier
and heavier and heavier
and heavier and…
Ribcage has never
been more apt a term.
Cold, unmoving,
suffocating.
A pressure in my
chest that grows and
strips me of my freedom.
Seconds falling again
and again. Each one
a step towards
the conclusion.
Stop.
Stop shaking and
twisting inside.
A low flame.
A deep breath.
The stench of a
heartbeat far too
quickened, and of
calming noxious
aromatherapy. A few
minutes of relief before
the days ahead come back.
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A Drone, Like a Thunderbird, Soars Above Hoping
to Catch Me Crossing La Frontera
J. Villanueva
CW: I.C.E.
I stop under a mesquite and
Hide for a little while miles
Behind I see a group of
Birds circling I cannot tell what they
Are maybe aguilas or vultures
I hope they are not there for
Anyone else who crossed
Through the ranchland I wonder
Whose body whose huesos are out
There bleaching in the sun did
I trample over someone’s grave?
El zacatal growing in between
Those long forgotten joints
Nuestra tierra filling the
Gaps between ribs ojos mirando
El cielo—empty sockets
Staring at the sun
A heart no longer
There still beats
Footsteps pumping blood into
Land that was once yours
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Daymare
Marshall Gu
There is an antonym for the word ‘dream’
But no corresponding word for ‘daydream.’
We’ve invented words we’ll rarely use
(I cannot wait to say to the sincere stranger when asked
‘What happened to your leg?’
‘Oh, I was defenestrated’)
But not one so simple as ‘daymare.’
I dream of creepy motels
Dusty curtains and creaky hallways
That never end. I dream of planes
Ablaze at the terminal. I dream of endings, I dream of deaths
Of pets, of lovers, of dreams. Why then, should my daydreams be any different?
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Closure
Silk~
One evening while watching the news, they reported that someone in a hybrid SUV
drove straight off of a cliff into crashing waves below, your video flashed across the
screen. There was a search team assembled for you. I felt like I was watching someone
else’s dream. No debris was ever found, just the pounding of waves. Crashing,
thrashing, and crashing again. There were no other report updates following this news
story. I don't know who you are, but I feel I need closure.
You cross my mind when the cold moon sets. You cross my mind while eating
warmed Italian bread. I think about your final moments each night when I turn
on the faucet to wash my face before bed. I study my face, dripping wet.
Wondering what yours looked like instead. The video footage from the news,
wedged in my mind, cannot be weathered away like jagged rocks. I often think,
What could you possibly have left undone or unsaid? Your family members must have
searched for you again and again. There are parts of you, in me, that remain
undead. I don’t know who you are, but I still need closure.
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For a Cousin
Richard LeDue
Dead at 54 on the kitchen floor,
and I'm left without the words
to turn this page into anything more
than a sad poem,
where memories (being the ring bearer
in your wedding, Christmas Eve beers,
you driving my wife, son and me
to the airport in Halifax,
or how our family reunion
the last time I saw my father drunk)
fall onto this paper like tears.
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Sing About Me, Dying of Thirst
Wallace Lane
After Kendrick Lamar
when the lights shut off /and it's my turn to settle down /
my main concern / promise that you will sing about me /
promise that you will sing about me /
1.
/grant the youth a music to die to/cause the devil’s carnage clings/ to our skin like a
leech/ & he too hid in a beautiful garden weeping/ paying homage to regrets & dead
homies/ a cherubim of melody and misery/ mourned in a cypher in some alley in
heaven/ when i was a boy/ i too knew how to weep/ before i knew how to properly
breath/ the price of black plight in america/ so grant the youth a sweet song in their
mouths/ & not just what the percocet numbs/ cause a promise is a promise to my
opps/ even if they / are impossible swigs/ of bottom shelf vodka/ & our anthems for
pain/ with no chase/ & the headlights on the Ac’ TL/ slowly slip away/ & the car radio
still has a pulse/ & isn't this too is an elegy for black death? / cause the speakers bleed
what we lament/ night time or broad daylight/ a cracked smartphone’s screen/ it’s
bright prism/ the unfair pendulum/ still swinging/ pass the aux cord/ or the devil’s
piss/ either way/ we promise/ to never get caught slippin/ or to be mourned/ cause
either the police/ will do you in/ or somebody/ you sat next to in high school will/ &
somewhere/ in my heart/ is a rap song / featuring an Maya Angelou interlude/
somewhere a duality/ nah a prophecy/of all the men i love/ now a forever nomore/ &
maybe this is why i'm infatuated with death/ cause’ these days/ i’m mitigated to rap
about what my heart cries for/ an imagination aggravated with threats/ all black death
in any hood is a baptism/ a public mourning good for the soul/ my heart when anyone
dies/ is a concert of maternal grief/ a happy hour for my ancestors/ i gather on the
outside of a funeral home/ in the name/ of those who i weep for violently/ i pour
pain/ on sad pavement/ until i can pour no more/ until the empty bottle echoes a eerie
song/ unrecognizable/ until its’ two note chorus cries out/ on what we are all dying of
thirst for/ & we never bury this/
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Dad’s Socks
Zebulon Huset
Every time he pulled off his socks after a long day at work he sighed and said “S-O-CK-S” and it cheered him up. His beard hid the sliver of smile that lifted from that ritual,
the mantra, but the lifted tone of voice wasn’t masked by whiskers. I took the habit
myself, unshouldering my workday on the foyer, boots then socks so my bare toes
could feel something other than the sweatsuit they’d spent the last ten hours soaking
themselves in. And as I slid off the socks I’d name them as dad had “S-O-C-K-S” and
felt my next breath inflate my lungs a little larger than they previously had. Not every
day, but every day that seemed like it needed it. Every day that I could use a quick
glimpse of a smiling dad from the ether. Every day when work’s tendrils worked their
fibers into the muscle tissue and fatty folds of brain and needed to be sloughed off—
even if I did that acknowledging I’d slide those S-O-C-K-S’s back on the next morning
for another day chasing the paycheck, because, like my new wife confirmed when
initially witnessing my ritual, “Indeed, it is what it is.”
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Old Home Movies
Tiel Aisha Ansari
I see myself, in grainy super-8 footage
a curly-headed kid running around among dunes
on a breezy day at Virginia Beach
in March 1970, under the track of the solar eclipse.
She plays in the sand and grass.
Her brother and father bend over the telescope together.
They know the right grade of filters
to watch safely as the moon bites into the sun’s orb.
The sky will darken, bands of shadow
sweeping in from the west to swallow the sun; false dawn
will tint the horizon pink.
Behind the black moon, a dazzling corona.
She will burst into tears
from the glory of it all. I will carry that brilliance
even into the terrible new meaning of corona.
I will carry it forever.
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Purple Flares
Jordan Green
We don’t always feel like black men,
unpoliced afro infancy.
Bide one’s time for the real black boys.
in caves without shadows, without
fire I forget to breathe till
no one can tell if I’m human.
Notice my fingers tosh hooves,
Rat-tat-tat the dust from my reins
becoming grains of rice, hear
the voices of children reading,
How plentiful the rattle of
gunfire punchlining lunch bells.
Visiting a real black boy on
his timber bed, he’s an ink dot,
and wishing we could mature with
broken necks so, our mothers could
see a bold black boy become a
silent black man. Another black
pose. A breath aflame on a comb.
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ZILLOW > FOR SALE > LATE 20TH CENTURY
REDHEAD
Valerie Nies

Built in the late 70s / Eclectic / Four feet eleven inches tall, but plenty of storage with
built-in shame shelves / Newly renovated backbone / A mouth full of knives / Ears
that love to hear a baritone voice through the wall of a man’s chest / Swivel neck
perfect for looking backwards / Vintage shoulders tight from not yet knowing work-life
balance / Lungs that often audibly sigh / Pompous elbows to hide small psoriasis
patch / Belly that plumps like a restuffed feather pillow after every this isn’t working out /
Thick thighs you will grow to love / Wild toes that often stub themselves / Not
winterized / A superb choice for the reincarnated soul who seeks a cosmos of
validation / Warning: seller has pattern of pulling her listing once others express
interest.
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LIFE CYCLE OF A DAUGHTER
livs sun
CW: mentions of gore
to be born is to write forgeries on a name, sing scalpel and ink to unspoiled flesh. it is
an act of taking as much as one of creation: sliced beneath the ribs, you are bled until
hollow and then flipped the inside out, organs in full bloom on the hospital floor.
crimson stains are hard to clean, but mama always told you that red is a lucky color, so
why should it matter which side of yourself is delivered for the autopsy? she says your
soft syllables are a gift, six characters worth of silkspun compliance written to be feasted
by silver tongues in the temple of americana, devoured until only tissue remains. you
accept her offerings with both palms turned to the sky like a prayer.
and sometimes you catch yourself in the mirror, feel your bones metamorphose into a
firstborn figurine- what the mirror does not know is that you have been picking away
her form with plastic knives, spilling her desire by the molting sunset. yet there is no
kiln, only foreign fire charring at the sweet calligraphy housed in your lungs. on those
nights you flirt with reinvention until you wake up rolling pennies in your mouth,
coughing up the aftertaste. all that's left now is an empty larynx. for good measure you
carve that out too, leave it fragmented and lying on the dresser as a confession. come
next winter you'll string it along with the firecrackers and hang by the open doorwaydrying, decaying, there is no heartbeat to follow.
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like the rest, we must be fated to die
Makenna Dykstra
CW: death, mentions of car injuries and medical malpractice
(“poisoning”)
i’m wading in a legacy of dying
breaths all bated at the close and
warm on my neck and by twentyone my dad got hit by two cars
and struck by lightning and bloodied
in a bus crash and ran from thunder
at 10,000 feet and dehydrated in
death valley in the back of a flattired truck with no windows
but my mom wore sundresses
in bed and jeans on the beach
and got poisoned by a doctor
by accident and by accident
i forget to turn the lights off
or lock the back door when i leave
but there’s something to be said
about hung-to-dry flowers and
bookshelves that stay standing and cars
that miss me just barely but
that miss me so i finish
crossing the street and make it home
to leave the backdoor unlocked
to let the lightning in
to let the thunder chase
to let the poison seep and settle
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and to breathe out all heavy and warm
like i must be living a miracle
in less words than god
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Late October, Year of the Ax
Adrienne Crezo
In the morning, rime on my boots
as I walk my little dog through
the back woods of Ohio.1 Two
bags to the trash bin, a carpet
bomb of acorns2 and leaves.
The first cup of coffee
percolates3 hot takes from
TERFs in Gilead. Seventyfive percent of missing
Indigenous persons in Idaho are
women and girls.4 Shots fired
up, ready to go. File retrieved.
Breaking news: red hats and
cops5 don't feel safe unarmed
or vaxxed. Skip. Daycares teach
babies to sign wear a mask.6
Contempt
of Congress.7 Select all.
Workers strike out on their own
or hide their second
jobs8 behind Zoom. Connect.
Infrastructure week has always
been a front. Panic
attacks at the prospect of 2024. Edit.
Ask a friend to move in.9 Change
password. Decline. No indictments
today. Filter. Food shortages,
shipping delays.10 Reminder:
Everywhere is quaking, flooded,
cracked. Plan B. Thirty-six degrees.
Play.11 Countdown to the war on
Christmas. Plastic strewn shore to
pole. Pause. Birds are spooked, late
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departures from the East Coast.
Dead actor. Boxes burn offshore.
My love, she’s away in
Bordeaux.12 Crop. In a French
waitress.13 Lips on skin,14 phone
on the floor.15 Send.16
Await your reply. Unlike. I'm asking
for less.17 Delete. I am asking for a
breath.18 Bomb cyclone in SoCal.
Undo changes. I am
asking where to go from here. Read.
How to proceed. Mute. I am
asking if this is real. Unread.
I am asking for
a yes. Coup overseas.19 Block. I
am asking what to save. All
hands.20 End call.

1

1
An incorporated township in Northern Cincinnati.
2
Glans is Latin for acorn and English for glans. Look at one without seeing the other.
Tromp your way through a street ankle-deep in not-acorns. Listen as they throw
themselves to your feet, insisting they will each be planted in an inviting trench and
nurtured by loyal, careful attention into maturity when they, too, can become a
manufacturer of artillery.
3
The most beautiful definition of percolate is (iv) meaning 3:
to spread gradually, which is the wrong usage here but bears mention for the
following example:
// allow the sunlight to percolate into our rooms
— Norman Douglas.
Online, this quote appears only in definitions of percolate, all seemingly
cribbed from M–W. Mystery percolates unfettered.
“Percolate.” Merriam-Webster.com. Accessed 25 Oct. 2021.
4
Native women are twice as likely to experience intimate partner violence and sexual
assault than every other demographic. Until 2013, no tribal government in the country
had jurisdiction to investigate or prosecute domestic violence on reservation land. A
bill—H.R.1585 - Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act of 2019—increasing
that authority and allowing Nation investigatory bodies to bring meaningful results to
underfunded, unsolved missing persons cases was passed by the House in 2019 and
has been sitting on Mitch McConnell’s desk since. Help Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women, Girls and Two-Spirit persons (MMIWG2S). Fuck Mitch
McConnell.
5
A survey conducted in September 2016 by POLICE Magazine showed 84% of
responding officers planned to vote for Donald Trump in the coming election.
Sample size: 3,652 working United States officers, self- selecting via email.
This is to say, red hats and cops is roughly 84% redundant.
policemag.com. 2016. The 2016 POLICE Presidential Poll. Accessed 25 October 2021.
6
There are multiple variations of the ASL sign for mask. The version my friend’s
child learned in daycare begins with both hands positioned a few inches in front of
the face, palms in, pinkies touching—peekaboo hands. Both hands are then
simultaneously moved to either side of the jaw, as one does when applying a
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standard surgical mask with ear loops.
7
Steve Bannon once cowrote a script for an adaptation of Shakespeare’s
Coriolanus set in Los Angeles in 1992—during the L.A. riots. That script contains
the following scene, recounted here by Asawin Suebsaend for The Daily Beast:
“’You choose. To act and die—or lie ’neath whitey’s boot!’ the gang-member
version of ‘BRUTUS’ declares, standing on a chair, ‘talking trash, shouting to
be heard.’ ‘Die, die, die!’ the crowd roars back.”
2017. Steve Bannon, Donald Trump’s Campaign CEO, Once Wrote a Rap Musical.
Accessed 25 October 2021.
8
The worker shortage is a myth. Everyone works.
9
2bdrm, 2 bath.
No pets, portable
dishwasher, no
laundry. 47% of
my take-home if
we split it.
10
This Halloween, people will dress as the ship that blocked the Suez Canal. The Ever
Given is the gift that keeps on giving, if by giving you mean being a joke we tell each other
while we try not to panic about the burning world.
11
Brandi Carlile: Right on Time (Live) – SNL. Accessed 25 October 2021.
12
Fact.
13
Assumed following
receipt of new
information. The
source is imaginary.
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The information is
unconfirmed. I miss
you anyway. Delete
text.
14
Assumed.
15
Assumed.
16
How’s your
day? Are you
having fun?
What’s on the agenda?
I don’t want to bother you on vacation. Just
have a good time! I would love to see it someday.
I would love to travel
with you. I would love to
hear from you. Can I
share a piece I’m working
Is it as romantic as they
say?
Would it be worse if I
were there? Is it easy to
ignore me?
Do you love me
Y/N Should I
disappear Y/N
How’s your day?
17
A lie. //
I have only ever
wanted more. I am
asking myself to
want you
less and failing. //

18

Mais oui.

1

In a different city in a
different year in this same
body I breathed your skin
into my mouth and slept
through the night. I learned
the shape of your
hands, everywhere
touchable and touched,
everywhere for the taking. A
little death, over and over,
until a big death—a full
breath
—arrives.
19
October 2021 Sudanese coup d'état.
See also: 12, 13, 14, 15.
20
The human hand comprises twenty-seven bones. I need all fifty-four of yours to hold
all fifty-four of mine.

(next page intentionally left blank)
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Insomniapidemic
8

Dean Boskovich
Watch: fluorescent blinking of a half lit flood light cast
against the dingy exterior of a Shell station, ignites
skippers and polyphemii innocent of daedylus’ warning,
attendant smokes by the door, scanning for customers.
steps carefully guided by the neon heart splattered
across Pluto’s surface, metallic
shimmer of water’s faint reflection poured from
jug to glass in the creaky stillness of a dark house,
when the baby wakes at night, he screams alone
into midnight quiet surrounded by wooden slats,
no new developments on the body count in the
placidity of 3 am, the sirens ring through
the view from a new york apartment painted on
the furthest shadow of the wall,
cardboard thick curtains stretch each toss each
turn into middle afternoon; 8 am is a weighted blanket,
It’ll be time to get up now, work is of the essence.
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Gutting
8

Jamario Cantrell
My cousin owned Japanese steel in a way
only thieves can, like a prize only the brave
can attain. They were sharp too but duller
than the knives in my mother’s mouth. That
she could wield them better than any
of the pocket-sized edges, loaned to me
then to the bottom of an airport trash bin,
was not lost on me. Lost was my father’s
piece
somewhere in a New York basement
apartment. Weapons can
make men
seem real fragile sometimes but with a piece
of me
gone forever, a cheap blade would
rival even
the most bejeweled daggers in the
Cave of Wonders. How close
have I come to
owning what I’ve mocked? Defenseless
against any rod
forged against me, forged
against any part of me, I would lie dead
in pools of my own
passivity. Fishing trips
with my uncles taught me so many hard facts,
like gutting a fish takes guts and a knife.
Like carving out
a life with regret is only
cowardice and a shame. I’ve carried so much shame,
in my arms, in my hands, palms still bare before
thrashing realities. Time will demand I claim
what I’ve earned with effort and truth. That shame,
heavy with a stench like lifeless innards, will be
tossed back into the deepest point of that lake.
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Massaging My Father's Feet
8

Chad Parenteau
Milford Hospital’s
Thanksgiving weekend,
softer parties crash.
Mom and Dad arrive
post midnight, a
not-yet deathbed.
Dad's bag leaks urine,
Mom's turkey soup,
the inevitable.
Fight to relax,
I strangle his stiff soles,
lull them into slacking.
Above his bedsoring, TV's
crime scene sermons
teach timely justice,
every death traceable
down to the last
negligible surgeon,
translated in autopsy
like a father’s bedside French
in whispered evening prayer.
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IN THE ABSENCE OF ANYTHING HELPFUL TO SAY
8

Timothy Tarkelly
for Kat Giordano
When I'm anxious and tossing in bed,
rolling onto even pricklier versions
of the future, I like to guess the thread count in my sheets.
Mostly because I barely know what that means
and imagining semblance
in the enormity of small things
can sometimes get my nerves to skip
back into their proper time,
gear ratios reset to the tune of my ceiling fan.
This is where I always take my problems,
to laze in the cotton, hopefully get lost in the maze
of imaginary numbers, the presumption
that the grooves and teeth holding all the machinery together
can be counted at all. Maybe I'm just bad at math,
easily distracted by memory foam and simple construction.
In the absence of anything helpful to say,
I hope your loudest thoughts are wrong,
that your sheets are soft enough to get lost in,
just long enough to forget
what drives a weary mind to counting.
Beyond that, I’ve found my best moments
to be an accident, the result of absolutely nothing
except the universe smiling on me for ten or so
brief seconds. So what do I know, and honestly,
ignoring advice seems to have worked well for me,
maybe, it will work for you, too.
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Wonderland
8

Charlotte Gutzmer
It’s sunset: the sun drips down orange-pink skies
into spinning teacups, marmalade tea tipping
onto fairgrounds—we spin in vertigo trances
that taste of cotton candy and lemonade.
Let’s clasp hands, drag each other through fields
of wheat and whimsy, up ferris wheels and canvas tents.
At twilight, catch blinking shadows in the funhouse
mirrors, distortions that dance to French horns and calliope
organs. Step through funneling tunnels, the trill and thrill
of bells echoing through collapsible metal hallways.
Finally, dusk: the horses gallop around carousels,
streaks of smudged pastels and charcoal in the night.
Plastic beasts and particle-board people blink in tune
to our caramel apple dreams and wave us into the carnival—
we ignore the ghost of a train whistle across the field
and step into the dizzying night.
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DIONYSUS AND THE FULL GLASS
McCaela Prentice
CW: alcohol
we kill the bottle of honey wine in the warm light
and see how it looks like sunshine or a mosquito
trapped in amber when we hold it just above
our heads. we agree most good things are stolen.
like myths and kisses. I know the feeling
of getting home in the early hours and dreaming
yourself through the whole next day- an aching
head and the memory like a photo negative
of legs over the covers. laughing as the glass ran over
and you wouldn’t stop pouring. the rings like Saturn’s
where our cups stuck to the table into the next
blue morning.
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Planetary Love Affair
8

Gale Naylor

beauty

I’ll
never get
to Saturn, and dance
across her rocky rings / never
watch her moons float across her
gemstone surface, bask in the raw
of her poisonous skies / I am earthbound,
can only dream of escape velocity / only
imagine converting my mass to energy
a stream of coherent light... reaching
for her core, slowly dissipating
until I land, like a
kiss

mortal
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Impersonating Kellie Slater
8

Ben Riddle
Couchsurfing tastes like cigarettes
you do not want, the stale taste
of cheap beer and listening
to the rum-soaked
confessions of men
who no longer have mothers
to service them.
The quiet of the night air
will become your theme song, and
when you close your eyes
you will hear
the endless echo
of sirens screaming;
they will not make you feel safer,
these Jekyll and Hyde double acts
of officers hiding their humanity
behind blue invisibility
cloaks, missing
cameras, accountability
or the need to formally charge
anyone that looks poor anymore.
I'd rather be a poet
than in power-enforcement.
Give me hands stained with ink,
not blood, and if that means
handcuffs instead of
stages then
I've always been into kink;
I have spent lifetimes
failing to tell people
I love that I love them,
I will not fall silent anymore.
You will make a habit of watching
the streetlamps go out,
You will wonder how many people
fucked on this couch,
You will feel alone.
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A HERMIT CRAB FINDS A HOME
8

Courtney LeBlanc
When a hermit crab finds a shell
to call home it tries it on. If it’s too
big the crab will sit outside the shell
for hours, waiting for other crabs
to come by like a crustacean open
house. Eventually they’ll line up
by size and then it’s a domino effect,
each crab vacating their home
and passing it to the next crab
in line, a Russian doll of crabs,
each fitting perfectly into the one
in front of it. Each place I have
lived has become a home, even
if temporary. That first apartment,
the roaches we couldn’t get rid
of no matter how much we cleaned,
the chemical smell of bleach
a constant the bugs learned to live
with. The next apartment in a nicer
neighborhood, one filled with trees
that kept the rooms cool even
on the hottest summer days. And then
that first house, the fixer-upper
that reflected us – a bit broken,
a bigger challenge than we could
admit. When you moved out I kept
on fixing: tearing up carpet, installing
a new front door – something
beautiful to greet me each day.
And then a move across state
lines, my dog and I in the front seat,
the shell of our home in the back
of the Uhaul. I don’t know
who moved in behind me but
I hope they loved the oak bookshelves
that stretched floor to ceiling, I hope
they kept them polished to a high
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gloss and filled with their dog-eared
8
copy of Nancy Drew. I hope
the house fit them in a way never
fit me, the hull curling around
to hold them close.
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My Father’s Men
8

Amy Gillies
CW: parental abandonment
How do I forgive my father’s men?
They are the generation that broke their backs
and spat out children
like we were balls to kick down the street
and collect from a neighbouring garden.
How do I begin to reconcile the violence
of their ballot boxes and Sunday papers?
Should we forgive them for being absent
whether it be at birth,
in spirit, or at Sainsburys?
What can we retrieve from the mouths of men
who rummage through skips
and broken refrigerators
searching for something to believe in?
Should we recognise them for who they were raised to be
or for who they are now?
And if we do forgive them,
what remains of us?
What becomes of the girls
who defined themselves in opposition to those men?
Can our rage withstand their pardon?
What do we have left to fight with
if not for the spite that we forged from our formative years?
What will come of the disappointment and despair that ignited us?
It taught us how to stand, bite, and spit back.
Who will we be the day after we reconcile our differences?
I am ashamed to say
That I would rather not know.
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Jesus Takes His Mother to Lunch at the China
Wok
8

Paul Lewellan
“I thought you were coming home tomorrow….” She dropped comments like
that all the time. Faintly accusatory, but with deniability.
He removed his River Bandits baseball cap and massaged his bare skull. “No, I
told you, I have to be in Samaria tomorrow.” Jesus shaved his head after tiring of his
mother’s constant complaints about his long unruly hair. She had not been pleased.
“I don’t know why you go to that God-forsaken place,” Mary told her son.
“Mother, we’d had this discussion before....”
Jesus had a theory that Mary’s poor memory wasn’t early-onset Alzheimer’s as
her Neurologist had suggested, or the result of her fondness for Chardonnay as
Joseph implied. He believed she deliberately forgot their conversations to drive Him
crazy.
“I know. I know,” she said before He could correct her. “No place is truly
forsaken by God.”
“Actually, Mother, I was thinking more in terms of ‘I must be about my
Father’s business.’”
Their server, Maggie Chen, brought a pot of hot tea and a pitcher of iced water.
Her long black hair was wound into a bun, held in place by black lacquered
chopsticks. “Hot and sour soup?”
Maggie knew their order. Jesus always brought his mother to lunch here when
He swung by Nazareth on business. “Where do you want to go?” he would ask. Nine
times out of ten she answered, “China Wok.” The tenth time she’d say, “Red Lobster.”
During their few idle hours, Jesus and The Boys hung out at the Blue Cat Brew
Pub, indulging in open-face Reuben sandwiches and drinking craft beer. Blue Cat
wasn’t on Mary’s approved list. Nor were Front Street Brewery, Bier Stube, or the
Barrelhouse Tap on 2nd Street with its outdoor patio.
“Help yourself to the buffet,” Maggie suggested. She was trim and athletic in
her mustard colored server’s uniform. She was working on a Master’s Degree in
World Religions at the U and was the owners’ daughter. When Mary wasn’t looking,
she turned to Jesus and raised her eyebrows as if to ask, Is there a problem?
He shook his head almost imperceptibly. Jesus had been seeing Ms. Chen
socially. Sometimes she joined Him and The Boys for a beer after the China Wok
closed. The Chens were among the earliest supporters of his nonprofit Fishers of
Men, LLC. Maggie’s parents paid a lawyer to file the 501(3)(c) tax exempt status. In
return Jesus had brought them Grace and Enlightenment.
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Maggie was enlightened, too, but in a different way. She and Jesus were
8
working their way through the 254 sexual positions of the Kama Sutra. Next on their
list was number 37, the Glowing Juniper.
Mary stood up without warning. “I hope they’re not out of the coconut shrimp.
Again!”
Jesus followed her to the buffet and went right to the steamed dumplings. His
mother snagged the last four coconut shrimp, paused briefly at the egg rolls taking
two “before they get cold,” then made a hard left, cutting Jesus off at the fried rice.
She lowered her voice. “That young oriental woman is making eyes at you.”
“Her name is Maggie.”
“I don’t care what her name is,” his mother hissed. “I think she should stop
hanging around my son and go back to where she came from.”
“The Chens are originally from Minneapolis.”
He didn’t want to argue. And He wasn’t about to linger over the fried rice and
risk hearing about “finding a nice Jewish girl.” At thirty-three He wasn’t getting any
younger. By the time his mother got back to the table–her plate heaped with food–
he’d finished the dumplings and was working his way through the General Tso’s
Chicken.
Mary sat down. “We should pray.”
“Got it covered,” He said, his mouth full of food.
Mary muttered something under her breath that might have been a prayer, but
He suspected wasn’t.
After eating her egg rolls and coconut shrimp in silence, Mary finally said, “I
suppose you’ll want to introduce her to your father.”
“Father knows Maggie,” he said tersely.
“Of course. I meant you should introduce her to Joseph.”
“Dad met her at the Blue Cat two weeks ago,” He said, waving Maggie off
before Mary saw her coming to refill their water glasses.
His mother exploded, “The Blue Cat! What was my husband doing at
the…?” Jesus reached across the table and took her hands. He gently folded them
into His own, warming them.
The anger drained from Mary’s face. Her fears for her son’s future, the
premonitions of his early death, the motherly concerns over her boy finding the right
life partner faded. “What will happen must happen,” He told his mother softly. “Until
then I choose to live on my own terms.”
“I understand,” she told Him, although, of course, she didn’t. There was so
much about Jesus she still didn’t understand.
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Ice Cream Money
8

Isabel Wolf
CW: finger loss, attempted kidnapping
I met the field mouse at the Glen Park pedestrian bridge, the crumbly stone one over
six lanes of 280. It’s supposed to be dusk when these things happen, I think, but at
least all the fog made it dark for the afternoon. I was fifteen and my backpack was
forcing my shoulders down, so the field mouse had an inch or two of height on me.
“Woman” is about the right word. She stood on two legs like a person, and at fifteen I
did notice the shape. But you wouldn’t have mistaken her for some dogwalker either,
those talon hands and big freaky brown eyes.
We didn’t speak out loud. I thought she would ask for my true name or something,
but she walked down the bridge and stood in front of me in total silence.
(What you have to understand is that I wasn’t super awake back then. I was only on
the bridge at 5 because play rehearsal had gotten canceled, and with my sophomore
year APs I’d been thanking all possible powers for the nap I was about to take.)
“Woman” isn’t the right word, but I might have seen one if I slept more. The way the
mouse caught the sunlight made it hard to take her in all at once. She was the same
color as the brown-gold hills in the north state, with a couple small white flowers
stuck somewhere in her fur. I mostly just saw those huge brown eyes. It felt
disrespectful to look away, but I wasn’t scared. There was a total harmlessness in the
way she stood, like she couldn’t hurt anything even if she wanted.
Then she stole my biology textbook.
I’m serious. The field mouse walked past me, and I felt my backpack unzip, and when
I turned around she was holding my Campbell Tenth Edition. I didn’t know what she
was going to do with it, so I stood and watched her watch me with my textbook in
her claws.
And memory goes bad here: maybe she disappeared. Maybe she walked away with the
book. Next thing I remember I was at home in bed, sleeping at 8 PM like I had a
fever. I borrowed friends’ books for the rest of the year and paid off the library fine.
It was $47.85 and my parents made me get a summer job.
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The Black Dog Creamery was all the way across town. Even the online help wanted
8
ad had been cheesy, a black banner with painful red text. You walked into the place
under a ladder mounted in the doorway, and the menu had stuff like the Redeye
Frappe and Nightshade Sorbet. Even the tiles on the ground had that Alice in
Wonderland checkerboard pattern. Made me dizzy sometimes.
My parents refused to drive me either way, so I asked to carpool with Bruce Estrada.
He was my shift lead at Black Dog, a 6’3 wall of a man who spoke in single sentences
or else just stared. It worked great on rude customers, which made us all grateful to be
on his shift. Most days me and him rode back in silence. We’d flip through the FM
radio channels and shake our heads at the static and ads. I passed those summer
months in his car, searching the air for some hidden station that might make him
crack a smile.
Black Dog let me pick up a couple more shifts over winter break. Even without real
cold, the experience was entirely different. Some kind of infestation had gotten to the
stockroom, forcing us to explain to every customer how the skull-shaped edible
confetti wasn’t available. Even Bruce’s glare couldn’t keep them from begging or
threatening not to return. Customers talked to me in lower voices, too: in just a few
months, something in my face had aged a little. I was sixteen and it felt like everyone
knew. Bruce himself didn’t react at all, though. We kept up our routine of nodding
hello, running the big steel dishwasher, and driving home in the early dark.
But the place was going bad. I don’t know how else to explain it. People started
coming in the side door to avoid that stupid ladder. During breaks they’d pass a joint
around by the dumpsters and come back in twitching and checking their breath. The
stockroom got fumigated, but inventory still went missing. Nobody liked being in the
back.
One day we were chopping up chocolate shards with cleavers, and Bruce’s hand
shook so bad he sheared off a chunk of his thumb. I asked if he was okay but all he
said was I’d have to close alone. That was the night I got the rideshare.
The driver looked right through me as he fired up the GPS. A jagged line broke out
between the Black Dog and a pin across town.
“So, d’you work at that ice cream place?” He couldn’t have been over 25. I forced a
smile.
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“It’s the closest landmark. I wanted to make your life easy.” It came out pitchy,
8
unconvincing. I thought about how stupid it was to say that when I still smelled like
work.
“I’ve been there. It’s a good place. Kind of expensive, though.” There was a chuckle
in his voice. The turns he chose didn’t look like Bruce’s.
I didn’t know what I was going to do about that, but I started zipping my jacket
pockets closed over my phone and my bus pass. The driver stared straight ahead
through the windshield, but could tell from his grip on the steering wheel that he was
watching what I did. As we approached a stop sign, I tried to ease the seatbelt buckle
open without making any noise.
Of course, it sounded like a gunshot. He realized what I was about to do and hit the
gas, running the stoplight, but it was already too late. I threw the door open and
pushed off the seat as hard as I could, tucking my limbs in and hoping I hit a lawn.
Nothing ever hit. I felt my body jerk around as I came out of the air, moving
impossibly fast through the darkness. The canopies of trees were all I could pick out
overhead. The ground continued to ripple underneath me, like hundreds of tiny
bodies were carrying me away.
I remember sitting up alone at the base of a park bench. It overlooked a gray strip of
water, which meant I was at Lake Merced. I hauled myself up onto the bench and
looked around. The paths around the lake were surrounded by trees, cypress and
eucalyptus and massive ones I couldn’t name in the dark. With light pollution and the
road, though, I could pick out the field mouse standing twenty feet away.
I said, “Hey!” in a high-pitched bark I had never heard. I said, “Hey, what the fuck!”
and walked toward her, ready to go on a ten-minute rant about the textbook and how
this was all her fault. I said, “You owe me $47.85.”
When I got a little closer, I ran out of steam. I had no frame of reference for any of
the things that had happened; they were all so new that I couldn’t even think of angry
words. Her face made it hard to speak. In the half-light, she looked more like an
actual mouse, at least, she would have if you’d taken a photo. But in life I was trapped
in her eyes again. Not even a person can look at someone like that.
“Why?” It came out small, childish. The field mouse put her arms around my
shoulders. Her touch felt like undoing, like the moment just before sleep when half
your body melts away. I stood there with my arms at my sides, too pissed to move.
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This time I remember the way she left: she just let go of me and ambled away down
8
the jogging trail.
Lake Merced was a bus ride and a half-mile walk from my house. The lights were on
when I got back, despite it being past bedtime. My mother was in the living room
with her hair in a back braid, clearly waiting up. She put her phone down as I walked
in.
“Hey, mom. Sorry I’m so late. Me and Bruce lost track of time hanging out with some
of Jasmine’s friends.”
I pulled it off. I’m amazing at lying to family, and at sixteen I was already good. The
trick is to live in a world, for as long as you’re talking, where everything really is okay.
“Mhm,” said my mother. She knew there was more to the story, and also that she
couldn’t have tortured it out of me. “You still live in my house, you know. That
means I’m responsible for you, and you’re responsible for not losing me a daughter.
And I’m responsible, right? Do I feed you? Buy you clothes when you need them?”
Her tone was as easy as mine.
“Yeah.”
“Don’t stay out late without asking again. I have work at 7 tomorrow.”
“Sorry.”
“Don’t be sorry, just tell me where you’re going before you disappear like this.”
“I will.”
“I get it. You wanna be young and hot and run around spending your ice cream
money. I get it. But you can have fun without giving me an ulcer and getting into shit
you’re not ready to handle.”
“Ok.”
“Just get some rest. We’ll talk.”
“Ok.”
I can’t imagine what I did when I finally got to my room. What would have been left?
A shower? Then what? In stories, people sob into pillows or stare at the ceiling all
night. I probably passed out without even washing my face.
I’m not telling you all this because I want your pity. I’m telling you because last night I
was cooking us dinner and my buddy Leaf came up and touched the base of my skull.
I said, “Can I help you?” and Leaf said, “Why is this patch at the back of your head
lighter than the rest of your hair?” I made them take a picture under better lights, and
there it was: a tuft of hair I’d never seen before, California brown.
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Driving to Target from Fields Ertel Road
Harsimran Kaur
After Ducks, Newburyport by Lucy Ellman
The fact that I have a new boyfriend and he will be simping over me as long as we
don’t break up, the fact that I didn’t have sex in college, the fact that Connor or Blair
won’t come to my funeral because I went to theirs’ yesterday, the fact that I prepare
for death too often that it’s all I think about, the fact that I got my wisdom tooth
removed and said gibberish after blurting out my little sing-song, the fact that I now
put my hair up instead of putting them down because Rudrick, my Swedish boyfriend
loves to see the 5’2’’ of me in a bun, the fact that he eats duck, the fact that I’ll have to
go to Connecticut next month to meet another man I met on Tinder, the fact that we
will be drunk and will have to kiss because of the sake of it, the fact that I have to say
him that the kiss was nice even if his mouth smelt like ginger & ale, the fact that GJ
from down the street will die some day, the fact that my little brother of four loves
Jelly-O, the fact that I drive a beat-up Toyota Camry, the fact that I hate to go to
parties, the fact that Bukowski was my first crush, the fact that my cat had sex with
another cat and now she is pregnant and I called her a slut, the fact that I’m driving to
Target to buy my mom a pair of tweezers, the fact that my nails are chipped, the fact
that it gets too cold in New England, the fact I hate rain, the fact that I’m twenty-five
and put my towel on the bed, the fact that I write bad poetry, the fact that I got
kicked out of kindergarten because I used the word “fuck” thrice in a row when Mrs.
Smith was trying to explain numbers to me, the fact that numbers rule the world, the
fact that I over-bake everything, the fact that my dad writes Spiderman fan-fics, the
fact that I was born in Gambier, Ohio, the fact that I love watching Shaun the Sheep,
the fact that my boyfriend had kissed over a dozen girls, the fact that we have to break
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up and the fact that I will then go to New York, sit in a fancy restaurant across a man
8

to whom I’ll ask, “So…what’s your favorite color?”
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O Dark Night
8

Nicholas Cormier III
End of my rope. Best way to say it. Heavy sighs marked my mornings.
Sleepless nights spent tossing while dreading pressing those worn numbers on the
keypad that let me in the door. Ear protection and goggles identifying scarlet
appendages of my corporate sell out. I’d started smoking again. Needed a vacation.
Two weeks in Europe was the plan. First stop—Amsterdam. Some hash and The
Hague. Just what the doctor ordered. Work was bullshit. The kinda shit that stinks so
bad. You still smell it when you get home. It’s on your clothes. In your relationships.
On your soul. Got called into the office the day before my flight. Senior manager said
I was slipping. Asked her to prove it. Wasn’t my fault the employees ambushed her in
the town hall. Two percent annual raises weren’t my idea of how you show value—
nor theirs. Guess I could’ve warned her. They were my employees.
Didn’t matter all I had was 12 hours left. One not-so-quick flight across the
sea. Then I’d be free, walking through the red-light district sipping mushroom tea.
Only question in my mind as far as I could see was if my euro-girlfriend would let me
indulge on the other side of those neon rose-colored windows I’d fantasized about—
that and it was Easter weekend. I’d land on Good Friday. Being a good Catholic,
figured it’d be best if I stayed away from the Valentine lights until Easter Monday.
Before I left work for the night. I’d taken a bow. Right there in the middle of the
manufacturing floor. Knew the cameras could see. Handed the keys to the shift lead
Gad. Told him to walk me out. Thought I was being followed. Didn’t know if I was
quitting. The flight would clear my mind I thought. Shit unraveled faster than that.
Dad called. Mind was racing. Not his—mine. Scrambled. Driving in circles.
Couldn’t figure out if I was flying out of LAX or Bob Hope. Got confused trying to
relay the plan to Dad—my trusted failsafe. Not normal. He’d hopscotched the globe
so much I knew he’d extract me from any locale. No questions asked. Only he would
know my real destination. Now I couldn’t even remember. Felt like being followed by
a flying saucer. Tractor beam cooking my brain like the fried egg in that bullshit
commercial from the 80’s. That’s when the voices started. Psychic attack. It was as if a
coven of male witches had taken over my head. Could hear them musing over me.
Who I was? How they’d remake me.
Let me back up. There was a girl I met online. French. Hot with eye wrinkles
that remained after she stopped smiling. Liked to wear floppy hats. Blond. Hollywood
type. We’d been on one date. Took her to Tokyo Day at Santa Anita racetrack. Fell in
love immediately. I tend to do that. Told her about Amsterdam. Said I was cancelling
the trip. Urged me not too. Suggested it’d be best if I went to Europe and broke up
with my girl there. Moving fast didn’t bother her. Told me the French are known for
it. Only gripe she had was my job. Sounded like a deal breaker.
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Frenchy called me on my birthday. Wanted to wish me a happy one. I’d driven
8
to Universal Studios. Born day tour was the plan.
First time I heard the voice. I was standing at the ticket window—and my head
broke open. A voice spoke from what felt like over-ear headphones. Told me Ask for
a discount. Secret word to access stardom. Hard to describe the tenor. Felt like a friend.
Said I was auditioning, that Hollywood—was psychic. Gave me commands. Followed
almost every one of them like a child playing a game of horse on a studio lot court.
Object of the game was to hear each command. If I could follow them. I’d become a
tinsel town actor. Ended up eating at Bubba Gump’s in Universal’s City Walk. Voice
said I'll have the executives pick up the bill. Said I should Walk out. Only command I didn’t
follow. Of course, I thought Frenchy had arranged the whole thing. Being a wellknown art director and all. Exhilarated. Who doesn’t want to be in Hollywood? Took
me awhile to find my car. Called her in the parking lot. Talking a million miles a
minute. Told her I’d gone psychic. Could hear her town speak. Asked her if I could
come over. She said she had to back away. Haven’t spoken to her since. Last thing she
said before that birthday call—was if I didn’t work so much, she’d let me move in.
Couldn’t get it out of my head. That damn job. I needed this vacation. Anyway. She
was there too floating on my brain like a pregnant olive in a dirty Kettle One martini.
Stayed quiet though. Just her friends spoke as I did figure eights up and down the 101.
Telling her everything about me. My secrets. Fears. Finally made it to a mall in
Ventura. Did circles in the stores listening to telepathic radio—looking for Ray Bans.
They’d said she’d like them. Must’ve taken hours to get home. Missed the plane.
Spent days on my couch. Ruminations rushing over me like a raging locomotive from
my subconscious. Night fell. Walked across the street to grab some eats. Japanese was
the fare. Maybe Korean. Can’t remember. Made it back home. Snapped into those
food-filled white cartons with red ink and tee pee tops like a Nigerian in some white
pussy trying to get a green card. Darkest night of my life? I remember it well. If I
close my eyes... I can take you there.
Internal Combustion. A force breaks through my spine like a tightly coiled
cobra fleeing its cage. No epidural. Head spinning. Round and round. So fast I can’t
see. Dizzying. Foam collecting at the corners of my mouth. Cardiopulmonary
strangulation. Thumping of my heart echoing in my ears like a speeding metronome.
Echocardiogram. Brain unspooling. Every fear pours forth. Thoughts of God spill to
the floor. Jealousy. Rage. Hindu tradition. Nothing makes sense. Legs dangling off the
corner of the bed. Revolutions of the room increase velocity. Won’t stop. Room’s too
dark to see clearly. Large hands that look like bird feet wrap around my abdomen.
Cradled. A celestial voice whispers We’re going to be here all night. Intensity. Doesn’t
dissipate. I settle into the scramble. See myself being held. Not only that. The form of
what’s holding me. Not earthly. Seated. Legs extended. Can’t make out the face. Head
looks like there’s a crown built into it. Stood maybe 8 or 9 feet. Body stabilized, yet
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I’m still spinning 100 times worse than your first drunk. Kundalini. That bitch poisoned
8
me.
The being vanishes. Only a voice remains—more commanding than
comforting. Rise from the bed, it says. I’m Adam. Powerless. No leaf. Scared. Feel small.
Heavy metal in my legs. Have to follow the order. That’s all I know. Round the corner
of the wooden vestibule and see my body. I’m dead. Lying on the floor next to take
out cartons. Crouch to examine myself. No denying it. I’ve been snuffed. There’s that
voice again, Lie down. Not a voice you can argue with. I lie down on my lifeless body.
I’m the watcher. See myself lying on myself. Get up, the voice echoes. Judgment
drapes me. Fearfully rise from the ground. Body’s still there. I’m not in it. One more
time I’m ordered to Lie Down. I try again—slowing, placing myself directly on top of
my dead body. Not good enough. I can sense it. Up. One more time... the voice demands.
Shame covers me. Feeling tiny. Trembling. I obey. Lie down on top of my cooling
corpse and sink in. Feels like I’m falling. I’m gone. She killed me...? Must’ve been the
kimchi.
Alive. On the road. Don’t remember leaving the apartment. Windows open.
Cold wind whipping my face like those treasured few moments before MDMA kicks
in. No cell phone. No wallet. Just me and that voice looming louder than the city I’m
lost in—Los Angeles. Far bigger than I imagined. Voice is different now. Sounds
exactly like a Hollywood star. I’m his new best friend. Says You got courage under fire.
Tells me You been alone a long time. Keep driving, he urges. I trust him. Want to believe
he’s real. Been locked in a corporate dungeon over three years. Should’ve never taken
that job. Now I’m free. Edge of insanity. Says he’s going to put me up in one those
skyscraping apartment buildings near Warner Brothers. I’m going to lose my place
soon. Termination letter made sure of that. It’s been weeks since I’ve gone to work.
He knows this. Knows everything. Los Angeles is a Lego playset. He’s a superhero
moving pieces. I’m one of them. Familiarity of his voice comforts. Keep driving. Open
highway. I wanna show you my city. Teleported. Car slows. Not sure if it’s my idea. But I
stop. Pull in front of a parking meter. I’m Paul Newman. This is Cool Hand Luke. I
look up. Massive curved stainless-steel panels cut through the night sky. Disney
Concert Hall. Beautiful... I’m asleep.
Back on the road. Not in control. Automatic pilot. Next stop. Los Angeles
Memorial Coliseum. It’s empty. Feels like I’m at gunpoint. In a daze. Voice morphs.
Unrecognizable now. No longer outside my head. As I steer my corporate carriage,
tan Toyota Camry, through the entrance, voice says: Stop the car. It’s not a parking
space. It’s a checkpoint, like the ones with symbolic guards of affluence in the gated
communities. I obey. There’s no security. Feels like I’m going under. Drowsy. I exit
the car leaving the door open. Lights stay on. Seconds go by. Now I’m standing in
front of two chiseled bronze statues. Someone’s watching me. Shoot yourself, the voice
says from the gun inside my head. Cocked hammer. I’m the firing pin. Might pull the
trigger at any minute. There’s no gun. Just feels like one. Football fields deserted.
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Can’t fight. I’m done. Something snaps me out of the daze. Drunkenly walk back to
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my Camry. It’s still there. Doors open. Left the lights on.
Back in the car. Engine started. City’s too big. Endless highway. Been driving
for miles. No direction. Finally, it speaks. Pull into the harbor. Same thing. Gunpoint.
Can’t resist. I’m out of the car. Swaying. Walk to the water. Unaware. Jump. It’s a
bullet in my brain. Gains strength like a gale force wind inching me closer to the
water. Dark. Murky. Jump, it says again. Faith breaks the spell. Fighting for my life.
My own voice rises from regions unknown. “Nothing stronger than my God.” I utter
aloud. Jump. It says louder. I say it again. “Nothing stronger than my God!” I repeat it
over and over again. It mocks me. Jump. Jump...
Jump.
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